S3285 SEASON OF THE HUNTED  (USA, 2003)

**Credits:** director, Ron Sperling ; writer, Phil Faicco.

**Cast:** Muse Watson, Timothy Gibbs, Matthew Cowles, Raynor Scheine, Lou Martini, Jr.

**Summary:** Horror/thriller set in contemporary New York State. A direct-to-video release derivative of *Deliverance* and *The Blair Witch Project*. Five regular guys from long Island, NY, head upstate for a weekend bow-hunting trip. Steve (Gibbs), a New York fireman, organized the trip for some much needed rest and recreation. Unfortunately, their backwoods hosts turn out to be a cult of cannibals who turn the hunters into the prey. Steve survives the struggle to make it home to his pregnant wife with the help of Frank (Watson) who calls on his black-ops Vietnam training to get them out alive.
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